The coupling between two magnetic centers in a band is discussed within the framework of the functional-integral scheme. The 
and H, = U(n"n"+nb, n"). (Ib) A functional-integral technique has recently been applied' to the theory of ferromagnetism in systems like iron which exhibit localized-moment behavior above the Curie point yet show itinerancy. This recent work considered the general formulation of the problem and the details of the one-center problem (i. e. , the ferromagnet at temperatures sufficiently high to eliminate short-range order).
In this paper we study the two-center problem in detail to gain insight into the coupling of moments in this system. Considerable previous work has been done on the two-center problem in a two-impurity Anderson model. we specify a consistent band structure since the % sums will appear in denominators of the RPA or higher approximation terms. At this stage specialization to a detailed energy band structure does not seem to be sufficiently enlightening to be worthwhile.
